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Across A Starlit Sea Mfront
An anthology of science fiction tales from 1959 features works by Chandler Davis, Alfred Bester, Carol Emshwiller, and
Marion Zimmer Bradley, among others
Reproduction of the original: Love Insurance by Earl Derr Biggers
This is the story of a woman overcoming the odds to minister to a suffering community outside the church. The model of
Spiritual Accompaniment, which she developed for her ministry, changed her own life, along with the lives of those with
whom she ministered. For those experiencing a call to ministry and wondering where to go beyond "the age of belief,"
here is a story that will inspire and point the way toward sharing a journey into belovedness.
Reproduction of the original: The Prince of India or Why Constantinople fell by Lew Wallace
The Prince of India or Why Constantinople Fell follows the adventures of the Wandering Prince who takes his role in the
creating of history, by stepping into the service of Turkish Sultan and gets involved in Turkish conquest of Constantinople
in 1453, and the Fall of the Byzantine Empire. Lew Wallace (1827-1905) was an American lawyer, Union general in the
American Civil War, politician, diplomat and author, best known for his historical adventure story, Ben-Hur: A Tale of the
Christ, a bestselling novel that has been called "the most influential Christian book of the nineteenth century." He wrote
several historical novels and biographies of American generals.
221B Baker Street. The most beloved fictional detective is in pursuit of the absolute truth. Dr. Watson, his sidekick and biographer,
cannot help but marvel at his friend's impeccable logic and scientific acumen in unravelling the mysteries of crimes that have
besieged London. What Holmes thinks elementary, Watson finds extraordinary. Victorian England is resurrected as we follow
Holmes and Watson in their adventures. Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Novels & Stories 1 & 2 promise an enchanting world of
the most baffling and uncanny mysteries ever told. Most of these stories first appeared in Strand Magazine and were later
published as a collection in 1892. The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, The Return of Sherlock Holmes and The Case-Book of
Sherlock Holmes add value to this keepsake edition of Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Novels & Stories 1 & 2. A delightful
companion for all crime fiction fanatics!
Reproduction of the original: The Stowaway Girl by Louis Tracy
Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully created collection of Lew Wallace's renowned historical novels, poetry and plays.
This ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Content:
"Ben-Hur: A Tale of the Christ” describes the adventures of Judah Ben-Hur, Jewish prince from Jerusalem who gets enslaved by
the Romans. He is taken to Rome where he becomes a charioteer and a Christian. Running in parallel with Judah's narrative is the
unfolding story of Jesus, who comes from the same region and is a similar age. "The Fair God: The Last of the 'Tzins” is a
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magnificent tale of the conflict between the Spanish Conquistadors and the Aztecs. The Cortez's conquest of Mexico is a central
theme and the novel gives an account of the descent of the Aztec Empire. "The Prince of India: Why Constantinople Fell” is a tale
of the Fall of Byzantine Empire, seen through the eyes of Indian Prince in service of the Turkish Sultan. "The Wooing of
Malkatoon” is a narrative poem about young Othman who explores secrets of love and women. "Commodus” is a historical play
about the Roman Emperor Commodus and Maternus, soldier of a daring boldness, who collected bands of robbers into a little
army in order to murder Commodus and to ascend the vacant throne. Lew Wallace (1827-1905) was an American lawyer, Union
general in the American Civil War, politician, diplomat and author, best known for his historical adventure story, Ben-Hur: A Tale of
the Christ, a bestselling novel that has been called "the most influential Christian book of the nineteenth century." He wrote several
historical novels and biographies of American generals.
The Cambridge book of poetry and songs. Selected from English and American authors
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Night Circus, a timeless love story set in a secret underground world--a place
of pirates, painters, lovers, liars, and ships that sail upon a starless sea. Zachary Ezra Rawlins is a graduate student in Vermont
when he discovers a mysterious book hidden in the stacks. As he turns the pages, entranced by tales of lovelorn prisoners, key
collectors, and nameless acolytes, he reads something strange: a story from his own childhood. Bewildered by this inexplicable
book and desperate to make sense of how his own life came to be recorded, Zachary uncovers a series of clues--a bee, a key,
and a sword--that lead him to a masquerade party in New York, to a secret club, and through a doorway to an ancient library,
hidden far below the surface of the earth. What Zachary finds in this curious place is more than just a buried home for books and
their guardians--it is a place of lost cities and seas, lovers who pass notes under doors and across time, and of stories whispered
by the dead. Zachary learns of those who have sacrificed much to protect this realm, relinquishing their sight and their tongues to
preserve this archive, and also those who are intent on its destruction. Together with Mirabel, a fierce, pink-haired protector of the
place, and Dorian, a handsome, barefoot man with shifting alliances, Zachary travels the twisting tunnels, darkened stairwells,
crowded ballrooms, and sweetly-soaked shores of this magical world, discovering his purpose--in both the mysterious book and in
his own life.
By the winner of the Hugo, the Nebula, and the World Fantasy Life Achievement Awards, this latest volume finds Theodore
Sturgeon in fine form as he gains recognition for the first time as a literary short story writer. Written between 1957 and 1960,
when Sturgeon and his family lived in both America and Grenada, finally settling in Woodstock, New York, these stories reflect his
increasing preference for psychology over ray guns. Stories such as "The Man Who Told Lies," "A Touch of Strange," and "It
Opens the Sky" show influences as diverse as William Faulkner and John Dos Passos. Always in touch with the zeitgeist,
Sturgeon takes on the Russian Sputnik launches of 1957 with "The Man Who Lost the Sea," switching the scene to Mars and
injecting his trademark mordancy and vivid wordplay into the proceedings. These mature stories also don't stint on the scares, as
"The Graveyard Reader"-one of Boris Karloff's favorite stories-shows. Acclaimed novelist Jonathan Lethem's foreword neatly
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summarizes Sturgeon's considerable achievement here.
A fugitive bomb maker dies in a police ambush in Marseille... A global terrorist collective meets in Paris to plan an attack on a
European target... The terror cells have been activated and elite bombers from ETA and the Real IRA are already making their
move, intent on using a device that will cause carnage on an unimaginable scale.
Not since Garth Nix and Sean Williams joined forces has there been such a great collaboration! The warlock Calbaras wants to
revive the ancient, forbidden magic of dragons, and his son Dantar is vital to his plans. Dantar is on the run in an enemy kingdom,
unaware that he is so important. Worse, his sister Velza is now working for the enemy king.
Final Frontiers: an anthology of stories from classic and contemporary masters that explores the wide-open frontier that may await
humanity when we take to the stars. DON'T YOU KNOW YOUR FUTURE IS IN SPACE? Since the dawn of time, humankind has
felt the urge to explore the four corners of our globe. To push at the boundaries of our world and discover what lies over the
horizon. And since the dawn of science fiction, writers have wondered about the next frontier: the one that lies Out There. Here
then, a generous collection of stories that reach out into the unknown void, finding awe, wonder, other minds—even terror. But
always going beyond the world we know to explore a universe strange beyond the outermost limits of human imagination. Stories
of brave men and women who risk all to explore, colonize, and settle the vast reaches of space. As e. e. cummings put it, “listen:
there’s a hell of a good universe next door; let’s go.” Well said, but there’s a hell of a big, strange universe right here. And it’s
waiting for us all! Great tales of space exploration and pioneering by David Drake, Sarah A. Hoyt, Theodore Sturgeon, Edmond
Hamilton, and more. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). Praise for previous
anthologies edited by Hank Davis In Space No One Can Hear You Scream: “. . . the 13 tales in this collection blend sf with horror
to demonstrate the resiliency of both genres . . . offers strong tales by the genre’s best storytellers.” —Library Journal “. . . firstrate science fiction, demonstrating how short stories can still entertain.” —Galveston County Daily News A Cosmic Christmas 2
You: “This creative and sprightly Christmas science fiction anthology spins in some surprising directions . . . A satisfying read for
cold winter evenings . . . a great stocking stuffer for SF fans.” —Publishers Weekly As Time Goes By: “As Time Goes By . . . does
an excellent job of exploring not only romance through time travel—relationships enabled or imperiled by voyaging through time—but
the intrinsic romance of time travel itself . . . The range of styles and approaches is as wide as the authors' sensibilities and
periods might suggest . . . full of entertaining and poignant stories . . .” —Alvaro Zinos-Amaro, IntergalacticMedicineShow.com
Although she has been betrothed to land owner Jarrett Chandler since birth, Laura Prescott longs for Jarrett's younger brother,
Nicholas, and as she pursues her true love, she is thrown into a heartless scheme born of treachery and jealousy
The Lorlialë series is presented complete in one volume. The Last Song of Leleni Mihaiën, Firithyleleni, Reunion in Lorlialë, and
Shantelë's Star tell the story of Leleni Mihaiën, from her humble beginnings to her centuries as the greatest Zelimë Lorlialë has
ever known.
Rhiannon, an orphaned huntress of great beauty, and Iskander, son of the Royal Blood, risk their love when Iskander's destined
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mission takes them to a land of dark evil
Celebrated writer and historian Maria Graham must make the treacherous voyage from Brazil to London to deliver her latest book
to her publisher. Having come to terms with the loss of her beloved husband, Maria now has renewed hope for the future and is
determined to live her life as she pleases, free from the smothering constraints of Georgian society. For a woman travelling alone
it’s a journey fraught with danger, and as civil war rages around her, the only ship prepared to take Maria belongs to roguish
smuggler Captain James Henderson. Onboard, all is well until Maria makes two shocking discoveries – the first a deadly secret,
the second an irresistible attraction to the enigmatic captain. With Henderson on a journey of his own and determined to finally put
his life of crime behind him, he and Maria grow ever closer. But can Henderson escape his illicit past or will the scandalous secret
he’s hiding ruin them both? On Starlit Seas is a breathtaking and compelling story of passion, secrets and escape. "A story as rich
and velvety as the chocolate at its heart... A joy to read." MARY CHAMBERLAIN (author of The Dressmaker of Dachau) "This is a
novel to take one seamlessly from exotic places to shadowy underworlds and polite drawing rooms, in order to revel in an
emotionally charged and socially challenged Victorian romance, coupled with the cliff-hanging jeopardy of Brazilian and London
low-life... Five stars with extra phosphorescence!" JOANNA HICKSON (author of The Tudor Bride)
This is the most poignant Vietnam War book I have read and without any selfbravado. It ranks up there with the famous WWI
trench books. One could never again glorify war after reading this book. Hugo Trux, Marketing Director I half-heartedly picked up
Widowmaker one day and was quickly immersed into one of the most riveting real life adventures I have ever read. The Honorable
Jon Spahr, JD, Licking County Court, Ohio I reluctantly picked up Widowmaker one day and couldnt put it down. This is the best
book I have ever read and believe it would make a great movie. Jim Shulman, PhD, CEO (retired) I usually dont have time to read
novels; however, I picked up Widowmaker and completed reading it in eight hours. It has been extremely helpful in my practice
with treating PTSD and is one of the best books I have ever read. Judith Box, MD, Psychiatrist I was 7 years old when my brother
served in Vietnam. Thirty years later, he still has never spoken a word about Vietnam. After reading Widowmaker, I understood his
silence. Drews book profoundly affected me and I have read it several times. Carol Bennett
When Victoria Romano, an Italian-American woman, decides to move from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania to Amalfi, Italy with her dog
Murphy and her cat Tiger, she intends to spend a placid, restful, salutary year doing absolutely nothing. Instead of dolce far niente,
though, Victoria is seduced by the magic and lure of the Amalfi Drive, a land of sweet sun and mellow wine, Greek and Roman
ruins, volcanic cliffs and flowering gardens, deep caves and miniature inlets, orange and olive groves, Russian dancers and
cocktail parties, writers and artists, and amore.

Having triumphed, in a way, over abandonment, seduction, and exploitation, Lili--a world-famous movie star--demands to
know which of four equally successful older women is her mother.
A remarkable anthology of short fiction by the award-winning late author of More Than Human includes a wide range of
classic science fiction and fantasy tales, including "Thunder and Roses," "The Man Who Lost the Sea," and "Slow
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Sculpture," winner of the Hugo and Nebula Awards. Original. 12,500 first printing.
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